In order to represent complex graph drawing in the course of 3-dimensional dynamic simulating flexible objects such as fabric、garment、rope、netting yarn and rubber band, we designed a new mathematic model named operator cube. Any graph formed on the basis of the point information. In a word, if each point has enough geometry information, the graph can be drawn and rendered. Operator cube model came into being just because of that idea. The paper mainly discussed the theory of operator cube model. The model can transform a complex graph into a simple representation effectively and in real time, especially in the course of topology structure varying flexible object simulation. What's more, the model can accurately express the simulation results. The model converted between the world coordinate system space and device coordinate system space. And the model and the conversion involved some profound mathematic theorems and our conclusions which were proved strictly.
Introduction
Such as fabric and garment flexible materials simulation of pattern of deformation had attracted many researchers in the area of computer graphics from the middle to late eighties as computer technologies progressed, so all kinds of modelling technologies came into being [1] . The modelling method can be mainly classified into four categories which were the geometrical and the mechanical approach, their mixed approach and other methods [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Simulation of draping and buckling of a fabric which was mainly woven has received much attention in recent years in literature; the results have paved the way for development of a computer software which can model how the clothes made of fabric appear on, for instance, cloth draping on mannequins [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . And there were also some simulation about large deformations occurring at any place in the cloth, such as folds and wrinkles [12] [13] . However, these methods had given up to compromises among real-time performance、accuracy、robustness and stability. Little work of simulations of flexible objects like fabric and so on has been concerned with negotiation of real-time performance、accuracy、robustness and stability in literature [14] . It is a more difficult task to do that. To solve that problem, we first constructed a mathematic model named operator cube to give the problem theoretical solution and experimental results.
Preliminaries
Definition 1. An n-tuple of numbers (x 1 , x 2 ,…,x n ) is called an n-dimensional vector, individual numbers x 1 ,x 2 ,…,x n are called the components of the vector. Vectors in geometry can be viewed as particular cases of n=2,3. When n>3 the n-dimensional vectors no longer have geometric senses. In the paper we take n=3.
Definition 2. The set of all real and n-dimensional vectors is denoted by R n . We call R n an n-dimensional vector space or n-dimensional real linear space. That is to say, these vectors can be added and multiplied by numbers, and the following properties are satisfied:
Where ,,    are n-dimensional vectors, k 1 , k 2 , are numbers. is the range of T and denotes as R(T).
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Homogeneous Coordinates
Homogeneous coordinates are ubiquitous in computer graphics because they solve the problem of representing a transformation such as translation 、 projection 、 rotation 、 scaling and shear as a matrix operation. Homogeneous coordinates allow all affine transformations to be represented by a matrix operation. 
Where column vectors are the homogeneous coordinates of the two points.
Common 3D transformations
• Translation Going from point p to p' is by displacing by a distance d; p and p' are points in 3-dimension vector space, here
so we easily obtain the following formula
T is a translation matrix, and it can be written as:
• Scaling Suppose , , 
• Shear 
If the shear happens in the y-axis or z-axis direction, we can obtain the following conclusions in the same reason. 
Operator Cube
Fig. 2. Operator cube
To solve the problem of deformation in the simulation of flexible objects, we constructed a model named operator cube to represent the information of topological structure. Whether the topological structure varied or not, we use the model to convert the change of points on the object into operator on or inside the operator cube and we obtained sequence of operators. Then we added time perturbation to sequence of operator system and we inversely transformed the sequence of operator system to the simulation result. We can control the process of simulation to avoid the unexpected such as super-elasticity and misconvergence by using the model.
Operator cube is 4-dimensional cube. And it is composed of time operator and a solid cube whose elements are consisted of operators. Operators on the surface and inside the operator cube have different properties. What's more, the edge and vertex of the operator cube are made of different operators. The idea of operator cube model arose from three-dimensional orthogonality of flexible objects. The following is about the theory of operator cube.
• Operators on the faces Each face of the operator cube is regarded as normalized operator space X. Each matrix is regarded as an operator, so the six faces are on the base of translation operator T、scaling operator SG、rotation operator R、shear operator S and projection operator P. Because these five operators are linearly independent, they are a group of base of X. thus each operator on the face can be linearly expressed by the group of base. Each operator O on the face is written as O=(x 1 T+x 2 SG+x 3 R+x 4 S+x 5 P)△T
Here X=(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 ) is the operator coefficient and is the time of physical parameters and mesh spatial relationship [15] [16] . A flexible object may have many physical parameters, we made use of grey system and neural network to gain optimal parameters and mesh spatial relationship depended on what kind of flexible objects were simulated. △T is a time operator which controlled time step. when △T is unit operator, the modelling is based on geometrical approach. The cube has six faces which locate in the left、in the right、in the front、in the back、on top、on bottom. These faces correspond to real flexible cubic object's faces, so each of T、SG、R、S、P needed to be expressed as six operators which were T left 、T 
• Time operator Different time step has great influence on simulation when taken in a mechanical approach, so it was a big problem to take optimal time step. We used to have different tests to find suitable time step, and we adopted a self-adaptive way to control simulation through time operator. Thus we could use absolute error to control simulation. Time operator was related to numerical method, and different numerical methods were endowed with different time operators.
Example and experiment
When the flexible objects deformed in the course of simulation, if the object topological structure didn't change, we can represent deformation by deformation gradient. And deformation gradient is generally matrix of a linear transformation, what' more, it contains geometric information in the process of deformation. It is obvious that we can decompose deformation gradient into operators inside or on the operator cube; in other words, operator cube can describe the information which the deformation gradient contains. If the object topological structure changed in the course of simulation, for example fracture, we can represent deformation by generalized deformation gradient and operator cube can describe the information which the generalized deformation gradient by using the theory of operator decomposition and operator approximation. To test our model, we translated our ideas into computer code and gained the following experiment result as shown in the picture below. 
Conclussion and discussion
This paper described a new mathematic model named cube operator. And this model was a good approximation of simulation method. The model successfully represented uniform theory of geometrical and mechanical approach and also mixed approach. Actually we could gain expected simulation results through this model only if we could find appropriate operator sequence and physical parameters. But our model is not perfect, because this model could only characterize the isotropic material simulation. How to characterize the anisotropic material and multilayer structure simulation is a big problem, and how to blend texture and other information into cube operator model also is a problem, we will aim to solve these work in the future.
